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1.

HYSTERIA OF INFANCY AHD CHILDHOOD

I.

DEFINITICN.

Since I first chose the subject upon vmich to ,,,·rite this
nork I have pondered over the title.

The terminology in the

field of neuropsychiatry is not univPrsally accepted.

I have

read many papers which deal with the psychosomatic, or mind
and body relationships, especially with reference to children;
variability of the headings for similar subject matter serve
to make me more cognisant of the facts that at least in general
pediatric practice, if not in pediatric psychiatry, there is no
little confusion and misunderstanding in regard to nomemclature
and perhaps even to the subject itself.

However, after careful

consideration, I have come to the conclusion that hysteria of
the conversion type is the most logical and correct classificaticn
for those physical manifestations of maladjustment or mental
conflict.

This psychoneurosis, according to authorities, is

the most common class encountered in childhood and may include
components of either physical, emotional, or personality and
character disturbances, or more often all three. (51).

By far

the most numerous are the somatic conversion signs and symptoms.
N<Yr allow me to clarify my understanding of the condition termed

conversion hysteria.

It is a transference neurosis in which

2.

various parts of th<: body are invested with misdirected energy
which in other individuals of psychoneurotio personality may be
free and give rise to an anxiety state, in contradistinction
to hypochondria which is an actual neurosis in Y<hich real
physical and physiological disturbances within the organism
which with proper psychologic stimulation are magnified and
dwelt upon by the individual (72).

This occurs in children,

but, in my mind, it is not as confusing to the general
pediatrician.

I shall limit my discussion to a few of the

somatic, or bodily, symptoms which occur in an hysterical
state without organic or neurologic pathology to account
for them.
Before we continue further may I say that in this
paper I shall avoid the use of the terms functional and
neurotic, although they are often used interchangeably
and in place of hysteria, by many fine and intelligent
practitioners.

According to Chambers's Teclmical Dictionary

(69) • a functional disease is characterized by impaired
function as opposed to one characterized by impaired structure
or organic disease.•

There need not necessarily be a psychic

element in the variation from normal function-in hysteria,
by definition, every symptom is psychically determined;
For that reason we cannot within the realms of logic substitute the one term for the other (72).

3.

Neurotic and the noun from Fhich it is derived have a
great variety of meanings in both the medical and non-medical
v.rorld.

When the laity use the t8rm •neurotic" they usually

refer to

someo~e

hysteria.

suffering from hypochondria, or less often,

In some of my perusings through the literature

I have encountered neurosis used in reference to actual nerve
pathology.
i~

In Chambers's Technical Dictionary (69) neurosis

defined as referring to

disease in which there is disordered

function of the autonomic nervous system.

In truth, hysteria

is a transference neurosis or psychoneurosis but because of the
confusion in the minds of most of us I prefer to use the latter
terminology.
I want to emphasize here that the laity and many physicians
tend to regard psychoneuroses as a voluntary illness and as
willfully induced by the individual, but volitional simulation
of disease is rare; we are extremely unjust if vre assume any
conscious attempt, for the patient does not realize that his
attitude is abnormal (62,34).

4.

II

OBJECT IVE

As I have stated previoctsly, it is my purpose to describe
from readinr:, and obs•:0rvation somatic symptoms of psychic oriGin
which occur in childhood--from birth to adolescence.

Pediatri-

cians in their zeal to prevent, diagnose, and treat organic
disease have had the tendency in the past to either ignore the
emotional and personality problems of their patients or they have
avoided them because of lack of interest or time.

I believe that

in order to be thorough and successful in our care of the child's
health we must be aware of the fact that there is often an unsuspected and unrecognized complexity of forces determining the
child's development and behavior.

Only when we recognize this

will prophylaxis and treatment of disease processes reach an
optinrum (21).
Becoming alert to the importance of psychosomatic relationships in the child and the adjustment of unhygienic adaptation,
manifest by disorders of physical function as well as personality
disorders and deliquincy, the latter of which we are all aware,
is the responsibility of the general pediatrician.

Robert Israel

(40), among others, has ventured the thought that with recogniticn
and treatment of these early psychoneurotic trends we can extravEr t
the potential schizophrenic, we can teach the physically handicaw ed
to

11

face the future with hope and confidence rather than with self' -

pity and despair", end in personalities -.-.hich I am to discuss we

5.

can prevent a lifetime of neurosis anu chronic invalidism, and
spare the individual much expense and psychic trauma later in
the hopeless and irritatins shoppiLg; from doctor to doctor.
Dr. Campbell (21), one of the first to write on this subject,
poL:ts out that t.he pediatrician has the superior point of
vantage froi:: "'h I.ch to o1iserve dir<:::ctly the reactions of the child
and collect material cYhi9h will be of ir,reatest value to the psychopathologist in his

s~1dy

of a<lult psychopathology.

Of course

we cannot hope to vanish the need of the psychiatrist, but I
believe we can, over a period of years, 'uith persistence materially reduce the severity and nuraber of adult psychopaths; such
a result is highly desira:11e and not too fantastic (41).

6.

III

l::TIOLOGY

-~redisposinp;

factors

'rhe etiology of physical dysfunc'.;ions varies only a little
from that of behavior disorde·s in

~enernl.

multiple, interrelated and coalesced.

The factors are

To sLigle out any one is

not only foolish but b1poss ible, al though some observers are very
dogmatic in saybc: this or that above all other is the most important factor.

All I can do is to suggest a few of the more

pmverful and co1:1rnon forees which result i:1 maladjustment in
certain individuals and which maladjustments are manifest by
disorde:'.'S in physical function.

As in all disease entities

there are remote and im·::edia.te factors and L1 this disease the
former is perhe.ps more forceful.
A great m~.ny physicians, among whom a.re Ba.lJ inski ( 8),
Campbell ( 21), and Mott ( 55), maintain that in order to rnanifest
symptoms of a psychoneurosis there must be an inborn psychopathic
or neuropathic tendency.

That is, there exists a constitutional

instal,ility which makes the individual more liable to the influence of faulty environment.

His cortical control is poor and

there is a tendency for activity to be diverted through vegetative
patterns and this instability comes to be expressed through altered
visceral functions (28).

The child is not able to meet the stress

and strain of ordinary living as is his fell01J1r and some sign of
this betrays him to those of us who will take the trouble to undeP stand.

This type of child

im.~ediately

after birth cries

inces~antly

7.

and ..-:ithout evident cause, sleeps little, ~wakens at the slightest
sound, and does not take the :)reast or bottle with regularity.
He does not rest unless he puts his finl".er ir: hi· mouth or is
~iven

a pacifier.

As he

~rmvs

older, he is oversensitive to

bright light and noises and is agitated by the presence of
strangers.

As he grows into his third, fourth, or fifth year,

he will likely develop enuresis, psychic vomiting, or convulsions
(39).

Uerv-ous instability is not the only inherent quality which

predisposes to hysteria.

All will readily admit that the balance

of the endocrines very definitely affects our personalities

(46).

Perhaps this balance too can be held responsible for the physical
habitus of each of us.

Whether or not that be so, it has been

recognized for some years that there is a correlation between
personality types and physical types; certain ones develop one
kind of psychoneurosis or psychosis while certain others develop
another kind.

For example, hysteria. is :raore often developed by

the person of asthenic habitus--the thin, wiry individual

(47).

Likevlise any variation from the average in physical makeup such
as fatness, thinness, tallness, or shortness is undoubtedly
going to affect the adjustment to society of the older child.
He

does not like to be dif'ferent and he will compensate for this

obvious difference in some way.

Too often it is an unhealthy

ad.iustment and is likely to be manifest by physical symptorr.s.
Some men 1)elieve that there is always an organic disability
preceding every neurosis or psychoneurosis

(30). Woodbury (75) -

8.

in 1918 went so far as to assume tha.t the fundamental factor in
producinp; a neurosis or any disease was malnutrition.

Althcuv,h

this strikes one as being a little far-fetched I think all concede that oftentimes the child, in developing a conversion hysteria, vdll have symptoms similar to those he once had in a true
orgr:mic disease, or he may even develop the hysteria be_cause of
the anxiety, apprehension, and over-indulgence which his parents
show '"'hen he is ill, all of which he has learned to enjoy ( 64).
This source of simulation of disease is knmvn as auto-suggestion
and frequently affords the pediatrician difficulty and confusion
in diagnosis.

For that reason it should be kept well in mind.

Sttauch (66) states, •The special proneness of children to imitation, their great susceptibility to impressions, the impressionability on account of the iwmaturity, instability, and underdevelopment of character, the credulity, vivid imagination, belief'
in authorities and lack of logical criticism convert example in
their case into a mighty, almost magic force, both in psychophysiologic as well as the pathologic direction".

This imitation

spoken of does not only apply to the child's ovm past organic
disease but pro"hably more often to diseases of others, especially
in parents or near relatives.

Many have noted that a disease

simulated by a youngster has been observed by him in his aunt,
mother, or father and the special attention Yvhich the aunt,
mother or father receives because of his illness may appeal to
the child unconsciously.

Spectacular exarnples of the effect of

9.

mimicry ancl the susceptibility to suggestion e.re the children's
crusades to Rome a11d the dancinr; manias in the Middle Ages in
which thousands developed St.Vitus or St.John's dance (33).
Some, but surely not all had infectious chorea.

The force of'

imitation without doubt played part.
In the etiological background I consider the child 1 s home
and school life to be as potent as his inborn tendencies and
physical makeup in producing a psychoneurosis of any type.

I

do not expect you to agree and until a great deal more research
in the field of heredity in relation to function has been accomplished, neither you nor I will 1Je able to state with finality
that the psychopathic personality is always inborn.
In the home, of prime consideration a.re the interpersonal
relationships.

If' the mother and father or other members of' the

family are cortstantly quarreling and in a state of disagreement,
the child, regardless of his hereditary background, is bound to
be restless, irritable, and ill at ease.

Even in earliest in-

fancy the individual can discern the air of discord vdth which
he is surrounded.

His nervous system is irritated and he is not

able to adapt to each succeeding problem in development as is the
child in more harmonious surroundings (44).

The attitude of the

parents to the child from the moment of birth is a virulent force
for good or bad.

Disagreement as to method of training or depri-

vation of one parent seem to have their ef'f'ect.

As pointed out

by Campbell (21) • our life is. de~ermined not so much by

intelli~nce
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as by those drivin'". forces deeply rooted in the instinctive life
of the individual" and even the smallest babe craves affection
and desires to be self-EJ.ssertive; he feels in a subtle manner
and his intuition is keen.

The infant's health, therefore,

cannot be reduced to purely physical terms; his personality
must be considered and his emotional needs filled (31).

A few

years back the methods of infant training; came to be much discussed and much written about.

Stress was laid on the necessity

of remaining on schedule, or raising every child just as every
other child, or restraining any emotional feeling for the youngster
because of some dire effect it mi.o:ht have on his personality.

As

a result, the intelligent and well-educated mothers heeded this
advice.

Every contact with the child vras meticulously planned.

Every word was weighed carefully.
demonstration was squelched.
strained.

Every desire for affectionate

Consequently, living was stiff and

The emotional needs of the child 1·rhich are mainly the

feeling of belonging anc: being loved were neglected.

He was

insecure and in this totally unnatural environment he reacted
with abnormal behaviour of some type (49).

Rejection whether

from a sincere attempt to bring up the child properly or from
actual lack of affection creates the same bad affect.

Of course

there is such a thing as over-affection, over-indulgence, and
over-protection resultinp, either from actual love, or from lack
of affection with a driving sense of duty or of guilt being responsi11le for the overt activity (14).

All in all, of . the two

ll.

extremes,

ovor-affec~;ion

and over-indulgence is preferable ( 11).

An unvranted child or a child of umranted sex or one v;ho is dis-

a.ppointin11; in appearance or achievement is often starved for
affection and the difference in the feeling

o~

the parents for

this child in comparison to his siblings is e·ddent to him and
is a source of misgivings, feelings of not-belonging and sometimes rebellion.

The child. learns how he may deal with am

relate himself to other persons primarily through his experience in relating himself to his parents.

This earliest social

experience fairly determines the general pattern of his subse~uent

social and emotional responsiveness.

When the feeling of

being protected after birth is cut short too rapidly, the child
becomes aggressive and defiant, or more commonly resentful and
seeking of affection which may result in any of a number of
abnormal forms of attention-seeking.

On the other hand, if the

protection which is natural at birth is withdrawn too slowly,
there results persistent infantile behavior (54).

In this same

connection, Allen (5) states that 89.5% of children with behavior
disorders of some type or other are either only children, isolated
in relation to siblings, or the youngest.

This may be accounted

for on the basis of emotional extremes at one end or the other,
shown by the parents.
Economic, social and moral status of the home also play a
part in the social adjustment of the child.

The rich are likely

to be too indulgent or utterly lacking in affection for their child.

12.

The poor are unable to maintain standards for optimum physical
groY1th or the child may develop a feeling of social inferiority.
It isn't necessary to enlarge on this point for when we recognize
the fundamental emotional requirements, vrhich as I see them a.re
love, security, opportunity for self-expression, the feeling of
being needed, and the desire for new experience, we can conjure
any number of situations in which these needs are lacking.
Seconu in importance only to the home, in the child's
envirorunent influencing his development, is the school.

One

great weakness in our school system is that the education is
directed toward the average child; the superiorly and inferiorly
endowed child is more or less neglected.

To be successful, the

innate developmental phase should be the yard stick by which we
determi~e

(10).

the grade of learning he should be expected to master

As it is, the less intelligent either worries himself

into a "state• because he tries too ha.rd to accomplish that
which he is not capable of doing, or he gives up and compensates for his failure by gaining attention in some other
channel of activity.

The highly intelligent child does not

have enough to do to keep busy and he looses interest, which
loss may result in failure, or he directs his energies else~·;here.

His choice of activity may not always be the best,

for he lacks the po·Ners of discernment which ''TOuld guide
him dovm useful avenues.

13.

The child's relationship to his classmates and teachers,
al though

lar~ely

a result of his early experience with people

in the home, must be considered.

Perhaps he has not had nruch

opportunity to be with people, or there may occur one of those
unexplainable conflicts of personality hetween the teacher and
the pupil.

1'/hatever it may be, any abnormal or undesireable

personal relationship ·will produce some psychic trauma.
In this era, there is a tendency for parents to be too
ambitious for their children and they supply outside activities to an astonishing degree.

Besides the regular school

work the youngster has instruction in dancing, mueic, elocution,
art, and sometimes even French or German.

There is too much

work and not enough play; spontaneous association with playmates is lacking.

The strain is too great and personality

defects are the result. Our life in general is set at too
rapid a pace and the nervous tension to which we a.re keyed
is prone to cause an upset in the whole organism but particularly in our thought processes.
Meyers (52) in 1924 observed that following the war
there '·ra.s an increase in the number of nervous, irritable,
and •neurotic" children,

prob~bly

because of the uncertainty,

apprehension, and fear which their mothers had, which feelings
were transmitted to the children.

Older ones were capable

of realizing for themselves just what the situation of war

15.

Exciting factors.
The exciting causes which are functior:al only ir" a psychopathic personality of some degrPc=:,-that is, only after the
predisposing; factors ha.ve been present, whether or not they
a.re recog;nized,- are numerous and variable.

All I can do

hore will be to suggest some of the more common conditior's
which are likely to initiate an attack of hysteria or other
psychoneurosis.
The birth o£1t;he next child in the case of the only child.
almost

~.lways

produces some jealousy reaction but only in the

poorly adjusted youngster is the effect untoward.

If the par-

ents a.re intelligent they can convert this natural emotion into
a. benign feeling and as the children grow it may be a fertile
souree of energy in the form of a healthy competitive spirit.
Rearrangement of family relationships, as in divorce, permanent
or temporary separation from any member of the family, or the
death or loss of a loved one have their effect.

Uns~tisfied

wishes such as when the child has been promised something
which he does not get may precipitate an abnormal reaction.
An organic illness, either because of the shock or fear it may
produce, or because of direct suggestion, is potent in effect.
The starting to school vJi. th the new surroundings, new type of
discipline, the less intimate association, separation from the
mother, and the added responsibility, in a great number of cases,

16.

marks the

be~; inning

convulsions.

of an attack of psychogenic vomiting or of

Any fearful experience, accident, or sudden shock

will precipitate an abnormal reacticn in the nervous, poorly
a.d.1usted individual ( 5,36,44).
Neither the predisposing nor the exciting cause of the
hysterical condition need be obvious, but they are preaent if
you know vrhat to look for and ho

1

·1

to elicit it.

They must be

discovered to make a diagnosis of conversion hysteria; it
cannot be made by exclusion of

orf~anic

pathology.

a therapeutic regime is the removal of the cause.

The bas is of
A sound and

thorough understanding of the precipitating factors are essential
to effective therapy.

17.

IV

PHYSICAL DYSFUNCTIONS
The child with hysteria has a marked lack of egoism and

a.n uncontrollable desire to attract attention and "Hin the
sympathy of others.

Symritons at first observation appear to

be corporeal in ,·enesis; in reality they are simulative and
psychic in orie:;in (32).

Let me emphasize again that these

psychoneurotic manifestations have no conscious thought behind
them.

They are more of a mystery to tho patient than to the

physician lflho understands.

The patient does have a definite

purpose in view although

the end to be accomplished is un-

knovm,61).

'bQ

The symptoms are as protean-.. as in any disease

known to medicine.

They may occur singly but as a rule they

a.re manifold (72).

To discuss them all

1~rould

be an impossibility

in the time and space allotted to this section.

I shall present

several of the more common manifestations with cases typical to
those

~roups,

as gleaned from my reading and from the records of

Dr. George Klok's practice.

I mention now anc} perhaps again,

we as physicians concerned in the general welfare of the patient
are not in reality interested in ridding the child of his

vomiti~

or his convulsions; what is more important is the underlying or
the background etiology.

Why nrust this child have encropresis

instead of normally adjusting to his surroundings and what effect
is the encropresis having upon his physical and mental well-being '
upon the child as a cor.i.plete entity who must live with and adjust

18.

to society for perhaps another seventy years? What other less
subtle and less disturbing marks of maladjustment does he
exhibit? What can we do about them?

19.

-A.

Dir,estive System
Of all bodily systems in children as well as in adults

the digestive system is mos"c com1nonly affected in psychoneuroses associated 1rith sor!latic transference.

Th:is may be

because emotions more strongly affect gastric secretion as
well as gastric and intestinal peristaltic waves as shovm
by Cannon (22) in his work on reflex activity in dogs. Or
parents are more likely to become concerned about loss of
appetite or vomiting in their children, who are quick to
discern and take advantage of the weakness, unconsciously
remember, to attain their desires.
Nervous anorexia. occurs in the infant vrho is from
birth in an envirorunent of instability and unrest; in this
tense atmosphere he never has a. chance to relax.

He is shown

off to friends, is sung arias, recited epics, played concertos,
and danced for so he may absorb some of the culture.

After so

long a time he becomes fatigued, with a resultant pathological
condition and a repugnance for food ( 1).

lffhen the child shows

this lack of desire to eat the pa.rents become apprehensive and
disn~yed.

They wAke faces for him, do acrobatics, and royally

entertain him, or else they cry for him and make much ado over
him-- which only furthers the child 1 s gains in beinr:; the center
of attention.

Cameron (19) has attempted to classify psychogenic

anorexia accordine; to etiology and I think they are worth considering for they give an insig;ht into the direction of treatment.

20.

The classes are:
1.

Timidity or lack of de::terity in mastication at the

time of chang;e from milk to moro solid foods.

T>1is merely

takes pa:!:; iencrn and time in introducinr: the nevr foods.
2.

"Negativism" --a symptom of nerrous unrest in early

childhood--probably due to the combined ef'fect of many
petty emotional outbursts rather than any particular
shock.
3.

Faulty suggestion and concern from the parents or

nurse.
4.

Satisfaction of the instinct of self-assertion-by

refusing food he can dominate thos<'' around him.

Some-

times emotional disturbances at mealtime really inhibit
digestion.
Isaac Abt ( 1) has outlined a good regime of treatment for
these cases.

First, rule out organic causes which may be either

local or general.

Of the former there is cleft palate, hair lip,

retre-pharyngeal abscess, stoma.titis, or facial paralysis. Generel
causes may be any infectious disease, particularly tuberculosis
or meningitis, brain lesion, iodiocy, cretinism, scurvy or rickets.
Helpful points in differentiation

~,men

the pathology is not quite

evident are in anoroxia nervose. the physical status of the child
is usually good, and fussiness about the food is prominent.

The

appetite is highly variable depending on the mood of the child ard
the exterior conditions.

21 •

.ihen due to organic clisease, the onset

o~"

the poor appetite is

highly variable depending on the mood of the child and the exterior conditions.

When du.e to orf".anic disease, the onset of

the poor appetite is usually abrupt and in genere.l relates to
all foods of the diet.

Remember that specific food dislikes

e.re often associated ·:;·ith food sensitivity and in such instances
food dislikes should be respected (13).
diagnosis of hysterical

A

mrexia has been made provide a.s cor;,plem

a chani:-;e of environment as possible.
grandparents.

Secondly, when the

Remove from parents and

Then provide a quiet place for his feeding and

whether the patient be infant or child make him understand that
feeding is a business and not a time for entertairunent and tantrums.

Finally feed at lonfS intervals a well balanced diet for

his age.

Vfuen he is eating, if he is old enough to f, ed himself,

shovv no further interest in him,, and remove the food whether or
not he has ea.ten,, after tvrenty minutes to a half an hour (15).
Of course, as in all in this category, some will need patience
and may not show immediate results.

In others the cure is almost

phenomenal in regarc: to rapidity.
Amon~

vomiting.

the most distressing of digestive symptoms is that of
The vomiting child is a spectacular sight and immedi-

ately sets up a series of reactions among the adult observers.
The vomiter is immediately considered as ill, is caressed, coddled
put to bed and waited upon.

The expression on the face of the

22.

individual who has the task of cleaninp; up is far from agreeable.
Everything about the situation is very pleasing to the child who
craves and needs attention, who vdshes to spite his mother, or
who has a disagreeable or seeminp;ly unsurmountable situation to
face.

Many times vomiting in children is comparable to the

•sick headache• in the nervously unstable adult who does not
des ire to

~o

to what he thinks will be a dull party or when he

feels unable to cope with a problem.

Often this particular

hysterical symptom is resorted to or acquired after an attack
of orp;B.nic vomiting or from a nervous but not really psychoneurotic cause.

It may be the culmination of feeding problems

as when a repugna..YJ.ce for food has developed as a result of poor
training; probably, as often a.s not it is used to do"1inate and
terrorize the family ( 44).

Frequently in my reading on this

subject I have come across cases of vomiting in the child whose
mother suffers fro1n. vomitine; of pregnancy (66).

As reported by

Kanner (44), Stiller in 1884 gave some criteria by which to
recognize nervous vomiting whcch are still ?;ood today and worth
consideration:
1.

Ease vvith which the patient throws up.

2.

Independence of quality and quantity of ingested food.

3.

Retention of certain substances.

4.

Sometimes selective ejection of certain foods even in
a mixed meal.

23.

5.

Toleran 'e

o~

·i:;he vomiti::ig with marked indifference

by the patient.

6.

Astounding toJ.erance of the hody for the inanition
resulting from habitual vomiting.

7.

Extraordinary dependence on the least e::.:ternal and
internal situations affecting the mood.

8.

Frequent occurrence of the vomiting spells not preceded by the ingestion of food at a time ··hen the
stomach appears to be empty.

9.

Presence of other nervous symptoms sinultaneously or
alterna.tinr; with vomiting spells.

Case:

E.L., female, aged 7 years, had had a sto:nach ache

and had been vomiting for twenty-four hours.

She v-rould not

eat and was reported to have had a smal 1 amount or fever.

For

the first two and one-half yea.rs after birth she had much gas
on her stOT'.1a.ch and i,vas g;iven from two to four enemas ea.ch night.
The mother finally decided the trou1.:le ··ra.s due to the milk.
During the summer preceding her first office visit an uncle
had died of cancer and a great :leal of excitement centered around
this event.
next day.

The child went to the morturary and vomited the whole
Recently '.•rhen the child was in a movie a youngster

next to her had a vomiting attack.
night and will not p;o to a show· now.
on this patient shows no pathology.

The patient vomited that
The physical examinatbn
Th8 impression of the
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do::tor war-; the.t she was an intelligent, high strung, only child.
The parents were advised to lessen the push and drive on this
child, to lessen parental ties and increase outside activities,
to avoid exciting be idents.

-1- b. i.d.

She vras given phenoba.rb ital gr.

After a mouth of this regime the ch;_ld 1.-ras some ;rhe:I;
1

improved.
To me the intere13ting points in this caf'.e are:
1.

This full blown case of hysteria was brought to a

general pediatrician and it is up to hin to recognize
the condition and treat on that basis.
2.

It can be seen from this brief history that the

parents were always over-solicitous and over-anxious.
3.

The child was either inherently of an unstable

personality or had been submitted to so much psychic
tramna from birth on that at this time she is extremely
impressionable.
To allovr such vomitin::r, spells to continue vrithout treatment is
a gross injustice to the child.

Aside from the psychic trauma

which repeated success in this activity produces and aside from
the more firm establishment of a psychoneurotic pf"rsonality which
continuance of any of a nu.l'!lber of such manifestations aids, this
symptom, more than any other, interferes with formal schooling to
which every American c1-1ild is entitled and cvhich in many instances
he is tryinri; to avoid hy this means.

Therapy, vrhich will be dis-

cussed in detail later on, follows the same general course as for
anorexia, and in fact, for all the dysfunctions to be discussed.
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It may be vrell at this time to mention colic of infancy as
an early manifestation of a future psychoneurosis.

Sometimes

it is ha.rd to believe that these small beings, 1.rhose main purpose
is e;:itting is to sleep a.nd eat, can react to such a subtle abnormality in environment as an uneasy, anxious mother.

However,

in an atmosphere of friction and tension, the new-born infant
will respond with irritability, crying, restlessness and even
vomiting (49).

It is perhaps a result of frustration of the

feeling of security ''Jhich every human needs.
There are other digestive disorders, perhaps not as common
as anorexia and vomiting, or perhaps not as distressing to the
parents, or maybe not recognized as often by the physician as
manifestations of maladjustments.

I shall discuss them briefly.

Aerophagia, or air-swalloY:ing, ia a habit comnon to adults
and children.

It, in its elf, ·would cause no confusicm as to

et•olog;y, but the ensuing eruptations might lead one to wonder
about the possibility of organic disturbance.

However, after

close observation, the condition can be detected and the eruptations explained.

Existence of other behavior disorders or

ha.bi ts should be '.·..-atched for and the personality complex should
be treated.

·•hen the child is found to be indulging in the

pleasures of this and other habits his attention should be
instantly distracted in an inobvious manner and he should be
supplied with more diverse occupations (44).
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Rumination, another habit sometimes practiced by children,
is usually on a psychoneurotic basis and the profound gratification derived from it is striking.

HO''ever, dilitation of the

lo,·rer end of the esophagus, gastric dilita.tion, relaxation of
the cardia, cardio-a.nd pylorospasm and hyper-and hypoacidity
and too rapid ea.ting must all be considered as possible ca.uses
(44).

Regurgitation is a similar a~ologic possibility but

often when there is emotional strain at mealtime or when the
child with anorexia is being forced to eat, the stomach is not
adequately prepared vdth gastric secretion and it is difficult
to retain the food (67).
Constipation, more often than diarrhea, may be troublesome.
It may be due to too nnich stress placed on the importance of
defecation when the concern of the mother, who herself is probably constipated and worried about it, is transferred to the
infant or child (11).

It may be a manifestation of general

negativism or the child may be too busy, or afraid that his
companions will leave while he talces time out from his play to
go to the toilet.

Diarrhea, may be due to emotional instability.

Unrest and constant nervous irritation from the environment; or
in young babies, a new or unwelcome nurse may precipitate the
condition.

Apprehension and solicitude will only abet continua.nee

of the habit (44).
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Hysterical, abdominal distension is r8ported as not uncormnon
between the ages of eight and fourteen years, and the condition
can be very confusing tb the physician.

As a rule, a.n ordinary

enema or duodenal tube will bring a.bout only temporary relief,
if any at a.11 (59).

There is usually some definite and immediate

ideologic factor and vrhen this is elicited, more radical clinical
procedures along with psycho-therapy will usually relieve the
s~nnptom.

Abdominal pain, or •stomach-ache•, is not frequently discussed, but I think it is a real problem to the pediatrician.
1l11hen

a child is brought in complaining of stomach-ache of per-

sistent or recurring character, the physician should certainly
think of

or~anic

gastro-intestinal disorder.

appendicitis (if you will allow that term).

For exa."!lple, chron:k:
There will be no

clinical findings to support such diagnosis and with more careful
study, there may be positive pathological enviromental situations
or innate personality inadequacies which will account for the
puzzling pain.

Let me warn you not to be too quick to make a

diagnosis of hysteria and never, in any state, make i t by elimination.

There must be positive psychological findings.

Case: Girl, G.E.s., age 6, visited the pediatrician, on
October 5, 1940,, complaining of abdominal pain for the past two
years.

This had occurred daily, more often in the morning.

She

cries easily, is nervous and tired all the time., but mostly before
breakfast.

She also suffeFs from enuresis.

Family history:

:·.~ot!Tr
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and father divorced for three years.
with no support from the father.

Liv'ng with the grandparents

Sleeps with mother.

Birth

history: Normal delivery lut mother in bed for three months before
with vague complaints.
findings.

PhysicaJ. examination: No pathological

Impression: Behaviour problem, conversion hysteria.

Treatment: Phenobarl1 itol,gr.~ at bed time.
and treatment explained to mother.

Problem of enuresis

To sleep in

O'.m

bed; the

importance of the family situation on the personality of the
child discussed vrith mother and grandmother.
1940, nocturnal enuresis one or two times a

On October 29,
·~eek;

abdominal pain

less frequent and child does not seem as nervous.
Encropresis, or involuntary defecation not directly due to
organic illness, is practically always associated with other
complaints, such as enauresis and temper tantrums.

The general

ttaology is the same as for any of the other types of illness
under discussion.

As a rule, it occurs in children

~~th

subnormal

intelligence, but is occasionally found in the highly intelligent.
In this latter group, it is a voluntary spite reaction against
parents.

Follows scolding, with great delight from the embarrass-

ment and disgust of the parents;features of brutality and cruelty
are frequently present in these children. It may be a negativist:ic
or jealousy reaction.

Treatment is directed toward the enviroment

and the child, but the habit seems to be more deeply entrenched
than that of enuresis (44,66,60).

B. Urinary System.
Volumes could be written of enuresis, theories regardine; its
cause, and methods of treatment.

I shall attempt in the short-

est space possible to give a sumnary of what I have read.

Although

enuresis is not purely an hysterical problem, I include it in this
paper because often it is a manifestation of maladjustment; on tl:B
other hand, it may have purely organic pathology as its origin.
Thom (66) defines enuresis as the •involuntary passage of urine
by individuals more than three years of age."

According to Stockwell

and Smith (6) of all cases of enuresis 13% a.re due to organic
causes, 37% are neuromyogenic--that is, there is some abnormality
in the innervation of the detrusor muscle or the sphincter of the
bladder-- and

5~

are psychogenic.

boys according to most reports.

It occurs more frequently in

There is a normal range in I.Q.

al though most enuretics are high normal or low normal.

Enuresis

is frequently found in the neglected child who also exhiuits
anti-social behavior problems.

This association can be explained

by the fact that the acquisition of nocturnal bladder control is
part of every child's social training and neglect, therefore,
accounts for the enuresis and the anti-social behavior (73).
Some cases are linked vd. th the sex element and when the tens ion :in
this respect is relieved, the enuresis is cured (3).

Epstein (27)

be1 ieves that spasm of the bladder is the most common cause of lack
of control and of frequency of urination.

B:ak1lin (9) states that
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the basis is definitely organic-- that is, there is anomalous
innervation and the bladder is more irritable than is normal;
faulty training and psychological factors are ;nerely contributary.

The child with an irritable bladder is more difficult to

train; hence psychologic

co~plex

a.round the training situation

a.re more likely to occur and maladjustment in thsse children
ezpresses itself as enuresis.

Reginald Eiller (53) thinks

along these same lines wid he explains that a psychiatrist sees
more high-strung a.n<l nervous children and consequently gives
prominence to the psychological aspects.

Anderson (6), Holt (35)

and numbers of others believe that the vast majority of cases
are psychogenic, due to faulty training, or poor habits.

I think

that this problem and the great variety of thought and theory
as to genesis illustrates as ;·rell as any that it is not only
foolish but poor medical

".~udgment

to attempt to separate the

psyche from the soma.
In treating enuresis, first after gross organic causes have
been ruled out, adjust the enviroment, este.blish normal relationships, supply a simply, natural life and erridica.te the purpose
which enuresis may serve.

Try to create the social incentive

to overcome the habit (73), but don't either over or under
emphasize the importance of this problem ( 63).

Increase the

nuraber of hours or sleep nightly and completely change the
sleeping conditions.

This change alone may break the viscious
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circle which has been perpetuating the condition.

Give a

bland diet to prevent constipatinn and decrease the amount of
highly seasoned food.

Reward with success rather than punish

with failure (44,35).

Sometimes drugs are helpful.

Harry

Bakv'lin ( 9) who maintains that there is neuromyogenic ideology
in all cases or neuresis, although habit and training may cause
the continuance of the conditicns,

sug~ests

the follovtlng: 5

dDops of belladonna, T.I.D. and increase by one drop each dose
until there is improvement.
enuresis has ceased.

Continue two or three vreeks after

This, with training and psychological

adjustment, has proven successful in a number of cases.

Other

suggested treatment is atropine, 1/100 gr. B.I.D. and increase
to 1/50 gr.T.I.D. (35).
in any disease.

The principles here are the same as

Adjust both the physical and mental state.

To trroat one aspect and neglect the other spells failure.
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C.

Nervous System,
The nervous syst·>n like'dse furnishes many oppor!;unity for

t:xnre ss inn of' dis Ratisfaction in surroundL,gs or real lack of
essentials to a child's well-being.
Al-'choursh disturbances in sight and hearine: are not common,
they do occur.

Visual disturbances ·o_ay follow a conjunctivitis

or keratitis and a photophobia may persist long after the actual
organic pa-t;hology has disappeared.

Children may even simulate

blindness or deafness after an illness affecting either of these
organs, following sli[!;ht in.jury, fright, excitement, or even
with no apparent cause. (2) Wolff and Lechman (74) report two
cases of complete blindness in young children and make the
following observations:
1.

In both cases there was an emotinnal upset over the
loss of a beloved close relative; in one a close
uncle died and in the other a brother was about to
be married.

2.

Both children had witnessed special interest given
to a friend who had had trouble -..rith her eyes.

3.

After a feeling of confidence was attained ard an
atmosphere of incr:_ased friendliness on the part of
the

fni~ily

and physician was produced both cases

recovered very rapidly.
Insomnia, a less spectacular but none the less troublesome
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symptom, does not occur in the normal child if hune;er is appeased
and. if he is sleepinf, in a '''ell-ventilated roon.

Ca.uses of

sleeplessness as classified by Sachs artd Hausman (59) may be
either extrinsic or intrinsic.

Of the former pa.in, vomiting,

frequent micturation, or emotional sa.tas are most

co:n:~on,

and

of th8 latter, one nrust think of the conditicn as being toxic,
most usual 1 y frora the gastro-intestina.l system, vascular, that
is hyperemia, or nervous, frequently over-fa.tig;ue.
or[~flnic,

ifuen the

or at least more or less physical cimses have been

ruled out, either obscure emotional cravings, as in the adult
suffering from insomnia, or faulty methods of training may be
blamed.

Infants that are pampered, ta.ken up as soon as they

whimper, or are disturbed by the parents to show off to friends
become poor sle,>.pers.

From birth, the child should be laid

dovm quietly and should not be disturt,ed except for good reason.
It is probably best too, to es tali 1 ish the child in his ovm room
or at lea.st his own bed qui"'.:;e early before an emotional dependence
upon his mother or other relative has been too firmly established.
(59,21) the child may also remain awake from suggestion of sleep
disturbance or because he is curious about what goes on about
him.

And here as in vomiting; or any other of the symptoms

discussed he may enjoy the attention he receives (13).

I became

acquainted with a four year old l·oy in the dispensary who awakened
every

ni~~ht

about one o'clock

ith pain in his abdomen.

His mother

as well as his grandr:iother vrere nruch concerned ov'.;r this and sat
with him for an hour or tcro until he was able to go to sleep again.
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The

gr~nd..'Tlother

also told me that she sat and watched him after

he c·:ent to sleep in the

evenin~

and that he seemed very restless

and turned and tossed a great deal.

After beiLg given a complete

physical examination with no pathology to account for his pa.in
he vras !"., iven phenobarb i tol

'T ..~

per day an .. the adults ''·ere

instructed to leave him entirely alone for a

fe'.~r

nights.

Upon

his next visit after two vreeks, he was reported to be sleeping
the whole nio:ht through and the abdominal pain bothered him only
occa.s ionally.
Headache is a symptom i:;hich -Lhe child like the neurotic
adult finds easily at his disposal in the face of unpleasant
situations.

It is difficult to determine whether there may

be organic or systemic ca.use or cYhether it is merely a manife sta. t ion of unhygienic adaptation.

Ho "rever, those of psychic
1

orig: in occur when the child doesn't want to go to school, either
because he is failing in his school work or for some other reason
or "·hen he has clone "rrong and hopes to a.void punishment (59,21).
It may be a manifestation of dishonesty (44) but more often I
believe it to be a. real thing and of unconscious origin.

Migraioo,

a more violent headache in association with pronounced gastric
disturbances, does not warrant discussion here, for as far as
is knovm there may be an or::;anic cause.

I only mention it for

it is often precipitated by emotional disturbances and may be
on a hysterical basis.

It is usually co!1S idered an affliction of

the adult but :may have its beginning between the fifth and tenth
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years of life (59,44).
DeLange (24) reports three cases of an infrequently discussed condition.

These infants, from six weeks to seven

months, a.ssu.rn.ed an attitu.:e of backward. curve of the neck
without

or~anic

cause (meningitis, earache).

These neuropathic

signs disappeared along with signs of dyspepsia. ·when adjustment
in the enYironment was made.

Dr. De Lange believes that these

children will in the future be afflicted with enuresis, tics,
nerrous anorexia, or any of a number of manifestations of'
maladjustment.
A child who has had one or more comrulsions often receives
special consideration fro:"'.l parents for the symptom is certainly
an alarming one.

'1hen he becomes aware that he is looked upon

as being different, he may capitalize on this difference in
gaining his o'·n ends or in avoiding difficult situations (66),
or he may observe the effoct of aR convulsion in a brother or
sister and when the situation arises that he cannot meet he
may

t~1ke

this route in attacking it.

Hany cases have been

reported in which convulsive stHzures have stopped CO"cpletely
when the envirorunent was changed from that of instability and
emotional tension to a more desireable home or school situa.tinn.

(43,51).
~al

At times the differential diagnosis from e. true grande

attack is difficult, but it must be remembered that complete

loss of consciousness must occur in true idiopathic or trau_ma.tic
epilepsy, in the older child it is more likely to be hysterical,
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and a f'a' ily history o.P nervous instability and neurosis is
1

helpful in making the

latl~er

diagnosis, al though as I have stated

before, there must be positive etiological factors of psychoneurosis discovered before the diagnosis can be made in finality.
(2) Campbell (21) back in 1916 reports an interesting and illustrative case '';hich I 1,vould like to relate to you.
G.J., a colored boy o:f' 11 had been having frequent "convulsions"
since one day early in February, 1915, when he had been struck on
the head by a baseball, without, however, being rendered unconscious.
On the evening of the injury he

,~as

said to have vomited tvvo long

worms, and during the night he had several •convulsions."

From

that date he continued to have attacks several times a day; in
these attacks he behaved in a peculiar way, biting, snapping,
frothing, and singing, and running about conversing with imaginary
people, for example, hir dead mother.
do1m1.

He used finally to fall

Before the attack his head felt heavy and dizzy, he felt

as if he had to eat something; he did not remember his conduct
during the attack, but said that after it he felt weak and dizzy.
These attacks might have been considered as atypical epileptic
equivalents of traumatic origin; they appeared, however, to bear
a striking relation to the situation.
country with his aunt and uncle and

'~'as

The boy was living in the
very anxious to come into

town; his attacks apparently made it very difficult for his aunt
to keep him in the country.

The boy himself put the matter very

naively; "It's no wonder I'm havine; spells, I can't see IlUlch;
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nothing to keep my mind going; there's
mind

~oing

somethi~g

to keep my

all the time in the city; if anyone speaks rough

to me it .iust seems as if my head '.'rere coming off my shoulders;
I ':Ja.nt something to play with to kecip my mind going; there's
nothing to do but go out and play in the dirt."

During the

patient's stay in the hospital (April 2-April 10,1915), no
convulsions were observed; the physical examination was
practically negative.

He was readmitted to the hospital

on April 26,1915, as the attacks had reappeared on his return
to the country.

No convulsions were observed.

Arrangements

were made for the boy to live with his father in the city and
since then the attacks ceased.
Naturally all cases will not be as clear and simple as
this appears to be, but surely you can see the importance of
diagnosing such a case and ma.king the proper adjustments
before such a symptom b9comes too well established and complex
to be understood or before the child is branded for a lifetime
as •epileptic."
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D.

Muscular System.
Closely related to convulsions but perhaps better classi-

fied under the muscular system are choreiform movements -!rhich
are almost as spectacular and
convulsions.

alarmin~

to the parents as are

These two may repr'"sent a hysterical expression

of r•·pressed factors and require differential diagnosis from
infectious chorea.

In the psychoneurotic manifestation, there

is no temperature or endocarditis, the individual may be sick
for months or years with remissions or exacerbations, if attention is arrested the movements may cease for some time, the
movements are more likely to be confinded to individual muscle
groups, there may be a neurotic element present in the family,
there will be an etiological factor or overstudy and nervous
strain and it occurx in epidemics, (62,2) as for example the
dancing mania of the middle ages as already reported.(33)
After making; the diagnosis and removing the ca.uses the choreiform movements may persist as a habit and will have to be
treated from this standpoint.

Efforts to instill self-confi-

dence in the child,should he made, discussion of the condition
and over-sympathy by the parents should be avoided, and rest,
perhaps to the point of isolation will usually be of great
benefit. ( 26).
Involuntary movements or tics should perhap be included
in the discussion of choreiform movements although in my mind
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they are a little less gross and perhaps more prevalent.

They

are greatly exaggerated by emotional stress and physical fatigue
and both of these factors may be and often are present when the
symptoms first appear (66).

Unless these habits are corrected

early they will persist throup;hout life as such, a general
•hysterical chorea" may develop, or other hysterical or psychoneurotic symptoms will become manifest v:i th the discarding of
the tic or in association with it. (21,85).
Griffith (32) reports a case of a boy aged 11 who had had
rheumatism about 3 months before being brought into the hospital
but had completely recovered.

Later the father had a severe

attack and while he was still ill the boy became af.tlicted with
•rheumatism•.

He could not move his hand or foot because of pain

and any slightest touch caused an outcry of excrutiating pain.
Ho .'rnver, ·when he 'Nas unavYare of being watched he showed no signs
1

of discomfort upon his face.

There were no objective physical

signs about the joints, and during sleep he moved his arms and
legs freely.
~vas

~,Vhen

this was observed, a diagnosis of hysteria

made with auto- and hetero suggestion as etiological.

Attempt ·::as made to supply emotL-nal needs and the patient
rapidly improved.
I think ,.,e have all observed a child going down the
street

limpin~

and suddenly when he comes upon a playmate or

sees something across the park
hurry, the limp disappears.

hich he wants to reach in a

In such instances I believe the
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child is not fooling anyone, not even himself.

He merely has

become bored and relieves the boredom with thoughts of what
onlookers may be thinking about his limp.

However, once in

a while this limp will persist and offer some difficulty in
diagnosis.

After removal of possible etiological factors,

the important thing is to show no concern or anxiety over the
condition.
may help.

If it does not disappear a little local massage
Even in what appears to be a most obvious case,

be sure you do not overlook a possible tuberculous hip or
something almost as serious.
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.E.

Cardio-Respiratory System.
In general, cardiac neuroses in childhood occur less

frequently than in adulthood.

';Vhen they do occur they a.re

usually a result of oversolicitous parents or of suggestion from
the physician

1

y discussion of the child's physical condition

in his presence. (16)

Ho· ever, Dr.Prrc:ston (61), in her dis-

cussion of one hundred cases of "non-readers" who presented
physical complaints without any organic basis, found that
thirty-three had pains in the chest or syndromc·s similar to
those in adults with whom they had been in association.
Robert Hutchison ( 2) in 1916 reported ten cases of children
between the ages of four and eleven years who had fainting
attacks in which they would become ':rhite and weak.

Parents

as well as physicians ascribed these attacks as "heart weakness" but none showed any signs of heart disease.

He observed

that there were generally ·wre subjective feelings than in
an organic condition.

They occur:·d usually in the morning

before breakfast or while getting ready for school and most
of the children had had stoma.ch trouble and were nervous and
irritable individuals.

Dr.Hutchison thinks that strain with

overwork and perhaps failure at school is the most important
etiological factor.
The respiratory system too seems to be neglected as far
as hysterical manifestations in children are concerned.

Once
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in a while follo':ring a cold a cough may persist if the child
has been given special attention during his illness.

Or in

families where there has been tuberculosis and great anxiety
over one of the affected persons has persisted or when special
inquiry into the health of' the child has been made due to
exposure to the disease a persistent and sonetimes very confusing cough may develop,if the c}lild feels any insecurity
or fear or if he is in need of attention. (44).
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V.

J IAGIJOS IS

In making a diagrosis of psychoneurosis in which somatic
s~11nptor

s are the main feature we :r.ri.st keep in mind that it is

our job to correlate the psyche and soma.

e must not consider

one without the other and it is impossible to tell where the
one leaves off and the other ber;ins. (56).

I have read a great

deal o:f.' what various men consider an adequate and effective
method of cliniCal study and what I present here is an original
outline consisting of rrhat I consider the salient features of
1

all in the most clear, logical, and vrorka.ble order I could
conceive.
There a.re ti:;o essential features in the study of every
child regardless of the complaint.

They a.re first the inter-

view with the parents and second tho interview and viork with
the child (17).

In the inter-ievc with the pa.rents it is best

for the physician to at first play a pnssive pa.rt.

Both parents

should be consulted together and then separately and the story
should be taken doYin verbatim as nruch as possible.

All this

will give an insight into the home atmosphere, friction between
the mother and father and t11eir different or con,jugal attitudes
toward the child.

The parents expectations of the chilG. and

their superstitions and idiosyncrasies i,·rill be made known.
After the parents have said all that they a.re to then the
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physician should questi,Jn them as to the developmental and
medical history of the patient.

If you are dealing with an

older child find out if in infancy he opposed change in diet,
if changes in nurses resulted in refusal of food, insomnia,
or crying, was he restless, did he sleep "rell or poorly, was
he a colicy baby and did he fuss a great deal, did he ever
have enresis, encropresis, or was he a vomiter (24).

All

these symptoms of neurosis may occur early in life, and give
insight as to the type of inherent personality with 1±ich
we are dealing.

Additional facts about family background

should be delved into, the school and social life of the
child should be asked about and the child's attitudes toward
siblings, playmates, teachers, and older ffriends, and the
reactions which he gets from them should all be revealed.
Then more facts should be gathered which will make the
chronological sequence of the present illness complete

(44,7,40,15).

This first step may take hours if the

patient is new to the physician but on the other hand
when dealing with intelligent people it may not prove
at all burdensome.

Hovrever, do not take for granted that

after one interview you know all there is to know.

It

may take long hours of careful questioning before anything
of any import is uncovered.
When dealing with the child the first and most important
thing to do is to establish rapport (7), for without this,
relevant facts pointing to diagnosis and leads '.v>,ich will
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materially aid in treatment will be oblivious.

Take the

patient's complaints seriously and treat him -vvith respect
in an interested non-aritical, and understanding manner (58).
After you have gained the child's confidence he should have
a general physical examination and laboratory tests as indicated.

This serves a dual purpose of first ruling out or

discovering any organic illnP-ss and secondly it avoids
focusbg of attention on any one complaint (58,48,15) •
After physical defects have 1 een discovered and corrected,
psychological tests for mental ability, spec if'ic handicaps
such as reading, and special abilities should be carried
out (48).

These tests will give you an idea of what you

have to work with and they should be done by one especially
trained in this type of work (58).

Next the child should

be questioned on neutral subjects such as accidents he may
have had, his play, and his school and after he has overcane
whatever shyness he may have had, listen to his spontaneous
report of his illness and whatever else he has to talk about.
These interviews and the success which the physician has are
important features of treatment as c:ell as of' diagnosis ( 7).
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VI.

TH1'RAPY

Our aim in therapy is

no~;

so much to treat the physical

disorders or the symptoras, no more than • e treat paralysis
in brain tumor, but ,_..e treat the child as a whole, his unhealthy adjustment to :-is environment, Yrhether it be good or
bad, and vre attempt to reestablish the child's confidence in
himself and his fellows without him being too conscious of this
ma.neuverin:";. (21,40).

The curative treatment may be approached

from various e.n.u:les and the dogmas from any single school are
not all-sufficient ( 34) but 're must fit the approach to the
child and his parents and to the severity and the extent to
··hich the pathological proc(-ss has progressed.
In general, the therapy is directed toward the visceral
disturbance, ·with frhatever local measures may l'e indicated such
as massage to aching joints, and toward the basic causes responsible for the productbn of the emotional t•"nsion.
( 48) has laid dovm some general prit:ciples

v:~dch

Kubitschek

it will be v•rell

to keep in mind fror,1 the beginning:

1) 'rhe patient has been sub:iected to emotional disturbances for a considerable period of time and
nervous irritability is increased.

Intelligent use

of' sedative medicine is extremely value.ble.
2) :!e nrust maintain an attitude of sympathetic interest
and inquiry into the child's life at home, the situatim
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at school, his opportunities and interest in
neighborhood association.
3) Psychoneuroses take a long time to develop and
a long time to respond to treatment.

Explain this

and the possibility of relapse to the child and

h~s

parents.
Therapy follo'!·rs the sam0 lines as diap;nos is; we must work
with the parents and ''Tith the child.

In vrnrking with the family,

attempt to get their coPi.plete cooperation, nhich is best done by
having them understand the problem.

Plan the treatment with them

rather than dictating what they must do, and be careful never to
blame the parents nor play one against the other (15).

Point

out ways of improving the home environment by explaining the
etiological factors aa I have discussed them, making clear the
basic emotional needs of every child.

Perhaps planned dis-

regard for the symptoms is all that will be needed in some
instances. (2).

If the school is at fault, for instance if the

child has been pushed beyond his capabilities, attempt tactfully to explain this to the parents and make whatever adjustments as are deemed necessary without too nru.ch •high pressure."
In certain cases it may be necessary to completely change the
environment for awhile rather than attempting to modify the present
one.

A fe'.'' days or "reeks in a suitable hospital may be of great

benefit, or perhaps a boarding school for a few· months will solve
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the pro1:lem until proper adjustments can be made a.t home.
1.;hatever else, have the parents on your side and as nearly
as possi1ile instill them i.Yith your point of view.(43).
In dea.lh;g vrith the child it is all important to have
his cooperation.

Improve his physical conditicn by correcting

any positive pathological findings and create in him confidence
in yot1 by letting him knov1 you have his problem at heart and
understand his difficulty, and in himself.
discuss his illness in front of him.

Above all,,do not

Attempt to change his

attitude toward his home, school, or general outlook on life
depending where the need lies.

Give him insight into his

problem and make him want to get well ( 62).

In more deeply

imliedded psychoneuroses it may be necessary to use psychoanalysis or play therapy.

This should be carried out by the

trained psychiatrist (43,64).

Play therapy is a delicate

therapeutic l'l.6asure which has been used to release various
tensions and anxieties in a more or less standarized fashion.
It

~ives

children the opportunity to express themselves in a

secure, tolerant atmosphere in a manner suitable to them and
should not be approached in a haphazard manner.

It is far

1Jetter to let the man vrell versed in this type of treatment
take full charge of the matter (45).
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VII

COHCLUSIOH

I have attempted to lay dmrn so:r.e fr,eneral principles in
diagnosis and treati:1ent of any psychoneurotic condition particularly con'nersion hysteria, which may exist in childhood.

The

etiology which I he,ve discvssed quite fully must be kept constantly in mind for the removal of the etiolordcal factors in
each case is the essential step in arriving at a cure.
Let rne remind you again that the optimum time for the
pediatrician to start work on the problem of psychoneuroses is
at the time of birth.

The baby may look like a hairless animal

who needs only to consume, sleep, and eliminate, but he has all
the potentialities of the well-integrated, well-ad.justed, happy
and useful adult, or on the other hand of the poorly integrated,
maladjusted, asocial or antisocial individual who is little more
than a burden to his family or the state and sometimes a definite
menace.

From the r1ay of birth the psychic makeup of the future

adult is in the process of formation.

It behooves all physicians

v:ho have contact with infants or children to be alert to any
evidence of behavior disorders however they be manifPst.
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